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INTRODUCTION. 
For centuries huge herring nzasses have jlnnligrated to the west 
coast of Norway in order to spawn on the coastal banks. They appear 
in a very regular manner in the first month of the year and remain 
in the coastal region for two or three months when they again emigrate 
into the open sea. During the spawning time a rich spring herring 
fishery talies place on the coastal banks. This fishery has, however, 
shown great fluctuations and in the same manner as in the Bohuslen 
fishery periods occur when the herring fishery in the usual places has 
entirely failed for years. But also in periods of rich fishery there are 
great fluctuations from year to  year. 
I t  was natural to explain the failure in the fishery by supposing 
that the herring in such periods do not visit the usual fishing places but 
migrates to other areas, and already AXEL BOECIC (1871) has discussed 
the question, wlzether the herring in certain years may spawn on the 
North Sea banks. The swedish investigators G. EICMAN and 0. PETTERS- 
SON (1891), who have studied the causes of the fluctuations of the 
Bohuslcn herring fishery, came to the conclusion that the herring migra- 
tions are related to fluctuations in the currcnt system of the sea. They 
found that the immigratiolz of the winter herring into the fjords of the 
swedish west coast was dependent on the presence of Bank water. 
When the Bank water disappeared from Sliagerak and was replaced 
by other water masses the herring also disappeared from the coast. 
111 cooperation with the swedish i~lvestigators JORAN HJORT started 
similar l~yclrograpl~ical observations at  the west and south coast of 
Xorbvay in order to study the influence of the current system upon the 
Irerring fishery arid pubiishcd a report on this subject in the year 1895. 
When one, however, had learnt to clcter~ninc the age of the coininon 
foodfishes by means of the ivinter rings on the sca!es, the norwegiaa 
prograni of work was iriai~ily concentrateci on the possibilities opened 
to utilize this discovery in a similar way as in Llle scicilce of human 
vital statistics. 111 the periocl ICj01-1914 Hjonr ancl his colleagues 
SCSD uiici LEA tried to follovr up thic, program in the study of the stock 
sf cod and herring in the norwegian waters. It was found that the 
stocks of cod and herring include a far greater number of year classes 
than bad been supposed, ancl that the relative strengths of these year 
classes exhibit great fluctuations from year to year. HJORT (1914) 1s 
of the opinion that the flt~ctuations of the year classes is to be considered 
as a predominating factor cletermining fluctuations in the fisheries, and 
he coilsidered age investigations alone as sufficient to elucidate thcic 
fluctuations, at least thosc occurring in the period investigated. These 
studies have also been of great importance but 011 the other kavlcl the 
study of the lnigrations of the hen-ing based on racial invcstigation5 
and on direct observatiolls of the spawning collditions were somewl-tat 
neglected. 
i n  the years 1931-1937, when I was in charge of the l-terrillg 
investigations of the Fisheries clirectorate in Bergen, I was i~lterestecl 
in studying the last mentioned problems. The results of the racial 
investigations have been published in an earlier paper. The present 
report will treat hiological and hydrographical observations made in 
the spawning areas in the years 1931----1937. Even if the great work 
laid down on these observations have not given new views on the problem 
of the relation between the spawning immigration and the hydrographical 
conditions, it may be of interest to give a more detailed description of 
what occurs on the spawning grounds and of the imposing biological 
phenomelzon which taltes place at  the west coast of Norway every spring. 
The investigations could be carried out due to grants from the 
Research Fund of the Fisheries Industries. This report is the last one 
based on my work a t  tl-te Fisheries directorate and I therefore wish to 
express my thank to the Director of fisheries alld to my former colleagues 
for a series of good working years. 
THE WINER HERRING FISHERY AND TTS FLUCTUATIONS 
DURING THE PERIOD INVESTIGATED. 
The winter herring appears at the present tirne at  the west coast 
of Norway about Christmas tirne and the fishcry then takes place during 
the mol-~ths Ja~luary, February and Jlarch. The herrings which appear 
in the beginnillg of the season have harcl roe and milt and are not ready 
to spawn. This herring is called ))large herring((. At first, in the begin- 
ning of February the roe and milt rtn~lzing, ancl this spawning herring 
is now called spring herring. As shown i11 an earlier paper one can 
clearly distinguish a large herring period in December-January ancl a 
spring herring season in February-March with a strong fall in the 
fishery in the intrrmediate time. 
The winter herring fishery takes place at the west coast from the 
Trondheim fjord in the north to Lista in the south (compare fig. 1). 
As shown in a previous paper one can clistinguish three regions along 
the coast: 1. The region between Trondheim and Stat which formerly 
was the main large herring district. The large herring fishery is now, 
however, reduced and the main fishery takes place in the spring herring 
season. 2. The region between Stat and Bergen where at  present the 
main large herring fishery talies placc while the spring herring fishery 
is very unimportant. 3. The region between Bergen and Lista which 
always has been the main spring herring district. The herring appears 
here immediately before the spawning begins, and a large herring fishery 
never takes place in the same manner as in the two other regions. 
Thus the southernmost region represents the most important 
spawning district but spawning also takes place in the northelamost 
region, while no spawning of importance takes place ill the intermediate 
area which is a pronoullcecl large herring clistrict. As shown in my 
racial studies the great masses of large herring which appear in Decem- 
ber-January are not identical with the spring herring which spawns 
later in the season in the southern district. The large-herring do not 
spawn at  all on the Norwegian coastal banks but dissappear from the 
coastal waters before the spawning season begins. 
Fig. 1. Areas investigated with bottolll grab, area I every year from 1931 to 
1937, areas I1 and I11 fro111 1932 to 1937 except in 1933. 
In my paper on the racial studies I have given a more detailed dcscrip- 
tiora of the fluctuations i11 thc winter herring fishery during the two last 
great herring periods, and I nil1 here only give a short recapitulation. I11 
1874 the spring herring aln~ost entirely disappeared froin the coastal waters 
for a serie of years. Then tlle spring herring gradually returncd to the 
usual spawllirrg grounds a t  the south west coast but the quavltities 
caught in the first yeai-s ~verc very sn~all.  I11 189% large herring suddenly 
appeal-ed off the M ~ r e  coast north of Stat, ancl when the fishernlerr had 
learnt to catch the hcrring by nlealls of clrift ncti in the open sea, a 
rich large herring fishery was developccl in tile northern clistrjct. Since 
the year 1929 very great l a ~ g e  Liei-ling masses have visited the region 
Stat-Bergen which now is the main large herring district. In Table 1 
are shown the increased catches during the period 1901-1937. In the 
period 1901-10 the average catch was less than 1 million hl but in the 
two followiilg 10-years periods more than 2 millions hl were caught 
and in the period 1931-37 the average catch was more than 3 millions N. 
This last great increase is due to the strong development of the large 
herring fishery between Bergen and Stat which has ill the last years 
reached the same average quantity as the spring herring fishery, this 
the last fishery predominating in earlier years. 
Table 1. Average yearly catch of winter herring 
(1000 hi). 
Lat ge 1 'pring 1 Total 
herring herring 1 
As regards the distribution of the fishery along the west coast 
table 2 shows that the average catch in the period 1931-37 was 0,6 
mill. hl in the clistrict Trondheim-Stat including about 25 % large 
herring. In the region Stat-Bergen was caught 1,5 mill. 111 including 
almost exciusivcly large herrings, while in the southern springl-rerring 
district the catch was 1.3 lizill. 111 spring herring. Thus the main spawning 
apparently occurs ill the southern clistrict .ivhilc the northern spawiling 
district seems to be of far less importance. 
According to the clifferelit cl-raractes of the large and spring herring 
fishery the methods of fishing are some~vliat different. The spriiig herrillg 
was in earlier tiiiie aliiiost exclusively ca-crght on tile spawniiig gso~~llds 
proper by rneavls of botton~ nets and land sei~ies close to the coast. Whe~l 
tlie large herring appeared 111 the ope11 sea or'f the More coast in tile 
iiiiieties they could iiot be caught by rrnearis of thc ustlal iishing gear5, 
and a clrift net fisheuy svas clevclopecl aiicl in 1905 tlle punse scrrlc alio 
n7as iiltroduced 111 tlre Sorsvc gran w~iitcr herrll~g fisl-rery. Rernrigb 
on migration are thus caught by means of clrift nets alicl pulse seii-rca, 
avicl wlrcn coiiiilig near to tile sl-iorc rrith land seines. '\nillea the lrer rings 
have e~itclccl the spa-urnivlg grouiicls a~icl occur llele cloie to the bottom, 
they are caught with bottom gill nets. The last-mentioned method is 
therefore still predominating in the southern spring herring district 
while the other methods play a greater r61e in the large herring fishery as 
shown in table 2. Tlie drift net and bottom net fishery are not separated 
in the reports but the net fishery in the sotlthernmost district includes 
almost exclusively bottom nets while the drift nets are predonli~lating 
in the two Inore ~lorthervl districts. 
The fluctuations in the fishery in the period 1931-37 is deinon- 
stratecl in table 2. Tlie last col~ul?n contaills the yearly catcl~cs from 
the v/hole winter herring f~sllery. 1Vitl-r tlic exception of 1934 ~vhen 
stormy weather duriiig lollg periods liiilclered tlie fishery, the yearly 
catches have exceeded 3 mill. hl. In 193.5 the total catcli increased to 
4.2 mill. 111 aiicl in 1936 tlie greatest yearly catcli in the history of the 
winter herring fishery (5.3 mill hl) was landed. These figures are, however, 
not representatjve for the spring herring fishery ill the soutl-rerrr spawning 
district as the best spring herriilg fishery took place in the year 1932 
when 2 mill. hl were caught while in the year 1936 the fishery in the 
sotlthern district was rather ordinary and the huge total catcli was 
due to an extraordinary rich large herring fishery in the northern clistricts. 
Thus the fluctuations ~f large- and spring herring fishery clo not coincide 
which is natural as we now k11ow that these two kinds of herring 1-epresent 
separate stocl~s. 
As already mentioned ill the introduction the numerical strength 
of the herring stock fluctuates very much owing to rich and poor broods. 
The variations in the number of inclis~iduals belonging to a year class 
of the spawning stock is determined by recruitment from the young 
herring stock and by death through fishery or other causes. The recruit- 
ment mainly takes place at an age of 3-6 years and in this time the 
increase of the stock is mostly greater than the decrease. From an age 
of 7 years when all the individuals of the year class have joined the 
spawning stock there is only decrease through death. We know the 
main rules for the decrease and increase of the Norwegian spawning 
stock due to LEA'S (1930) investigatioils and it is possible to estimate 
the relative strel.gth of the stock from year to year. In the ycars 1908-10 
the spring 1ierrii.g stock increased strollgly owing to the imnligratioll 
of tlic rich year class 1904. In the followillg years no importallt recruit- 
nleizt from rich year classes took place and in 1921 the stock had reached 
a very low level. In the years 1922-24 again a strong increase took 
place owing to the i~llmigratioii of the year class 1918 but thereafter 
the stock decreased until the years 1928-29. when the rich year class 
1923 appeared. Since the year 1929 the recruitmellt has not been Isrge 
enough to compensate the loss by death, the stock gradually declining 
Year 
Tabfe 2 . Yearly catch of winter herring 
in fhe period 7937-37 (hl). 
I 
I D i s t r i c t s  
~ . 
Gear j~rondheim-1 Stat- / Bergen... 
1 Stat  Bergen Lista 
- 
I I 
xets .......... 147.253 j 69.500 1300.500 
Purse seines . . . .  j 271.257 1 593.500 536.500 
Land seines . . . .  j .- / 409.900 3.69.600 
Total . . . . . . . . . .  l 418.510 1 1.072.900 / 2.006.600 
Nets . . . . . . . . . .  i 529. 423 
Kets 199.153 145.500 
I 
704.500 . . . . . . . . . .  
Purse seines . . . .  261.740 618.000 582.000 
Land sci~les . . . .  - 637.000 113.000 
Total . . . . . . . . . .  460.893 1.400.500 1.399.500 
61 900 / 695.600 
Nets . . . . . . . . . .  224.160 22.200 1 522.800 
.... Purse seines 3.140 107.000 , 178.000 
Land seines . . . .  - 17.100 / 12.900 
Total . . . . . . . . . .  227.300 146.300 1 713.700 
Purse seines . . . .  ' 235.074 920.000 252.500 
Land seines . . . .  ' - 417.500 32.500 
Total . . . . . . . . . .  1 764.497 1.399.400 980.600 
Nets . . . . . . . . . .  
Purseseilles . . . .  
Land seines . . . .  
Total . . . . . . . . . .  
I 
Kets . . . . . . . . . .  
Purse seines . . . .  
. . . .  Land seines 7.250 
Total . . . . . . . . . .  
Nets . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . .  Purse seines 
Land scines . . . .  
Total . . . . . . . . . .  I 
I 
Nets . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . .  Purse seines 
. . . .  Land seines 
Total . . . . . . . . . .  
Grand 
Total 
Fig. 2. Percentage age distribution 
of Noiwegial~ winter herring 1934-39. 
(+Alder({ - age). 
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until 1934, lrrlle~l the stocli had reached a low level siniilai- to that of 
tlie year 1921. In tlze years 1935 and 1936 lzowever the stock was increasecl 
collsiderably clue to tlie appearelice of the year class 1930 as demonstraied 
in fig. 2. T l~ i s  year class is calculated to be tlie richest next to tile year 
classes 1904 and 1918 and is quite predoiziiiiating in the catclies. i'llso 
the year ciasi 1932 seems to be raillei- ricli and has iiz the ycar 1937 
conlpensatecl thc loss from lhe older year classes. 
When the fluctuations of the stock are compared with the yearly 
catches of spring herring in the soutlzer~i district in 1931-37 it is found 
that the good spring herring fishery in 1935 may be explained by the 
immigration of the new rich year class 1930. The very rich fishery in 
the year 1932, more than twice as great as that of 1931, can, ho~rever, 
hardly be explained ill this way as we know that the stock was decreasing 
xuitil 1934. Likewise we might expect an increase in the catch from 
1935 to 1936 but this did not liappen, Thus the fluctuations of the 
stock do not entirely explain the fluctuations of the fishery. 
011 the other band the quantity of herring caught does not always 
give a true informatioil of the relative amount of herring really present 
in the spawning area. This paper will try to give a better estimate of 
the herring masses present on the spawning grounds according to an 
investigation of the quantity of roe deposited om the bottoni. 
THE AREA INVESTIGATED. METHODS AND MATERIAL 
As already merltioned it was of interest to get a method of estimating 
the real extent of the hcrring masses present on the spawning grouncls 
in the different years. For that reason it was my intention to investigate 
the distribution and tlie qtlalitity of herring roc deposited on the spawnirrg 
banks. The investigation was then at  first 1-estricted to the nuin  spawning 
area in the ITaugesund clistrict fro111 B@minelell to I<vits@y, the arca 
indicated by scctioii I on the map in lig. 1. This area was investigated 
every year fros11 1931 to 1037. In t11e second ycar, 1932, thc iiivestigation 
was extendccl to include also tlie sectioils I1 anti 111, froix Stavailgel- 
to Lista, and these areas were afterwarcls visitccl in the following years 
with exception of 1933. In the year 1932 also some preliminary observa- 
tions were made in the northern spawning district ilortli of Stat ancl in 
the years 1934 and 1935 the whole area between Stat and Kristiansuncl 
was investigated. In the year 1936 only the southcrn part of this area 
was visitccl. 
Thus areas of very great extent were investigated, the distance 
from Kristiansuild to  Stat being about 160 km, from B ~ ~ n m e l c n  to  
I<vitsmy about 100 km and from I<vitsmy to  Lista about 100 lcm, thus 
in all about 360 km. 'CVhen however the lines along which the sampline 
was done are included the distances are calculated to 475, 300 and 200 km 
respectively, thus in all nearly 1000 km. 
I t  was intended to  cover the different spawning grounds with a 
net of stations as evenly distributed as possible. 'The places wl~ere 
bottonl grab ha~zls were made are indicated in the figs. 3-5. The situa- 
tion of the stations was about the same in the cliffcreilt years. Z-Iowever 
tlle number of stations varies some\vllat frorn year to year according to 
the size of the area investigated as shown in table 3. On an average 
320 stations were talteil yearly in the soutlreri~ district and about 230 
stations in the nortllei-n district Stat-I<ristians~~i~d. In 1937 when the 
whole progralll was realizccl, 409 stations were taken in the southesix 
district and the spanning grou~~cls investigatecl 11acl an arca of about 
425 lcm" Thus each station repi-esented an arca of about 1 lim2. The 
Fig. 3.  Bottom-grab statiolls 1937 on the spawning groiinds in tl-ie l<armoy- 
Uisira-Hnugesund area. Elaclr dots denote finds of herring roe, open circles 
negative hauls. 
* . ~ . 0 0 O O 8  
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Fig. 4. Grab statio~ls in the Iivitsay-Jzren area 
(near Stavanger) in 1937. Signs as in fig. 3. 
number of stations was limited by the time at  clisposal as the investiga- 
tions hacl to be ended before the eggs were hatched. The number of 
actual working days was also often strongly restricted by the winter 
storms in these rather exposed areas. I t  might perhaps, have been 
more advantageous to investigate an area of less extent more thorougl~ly, 
but on the other lialzd it was thought to be of interest to compare tlle 
immigration to the differelit spawning grounds. 
Already BOECI~ (1871) and later J. HJORT (1895) had by means of 
a dredge found, that herring roe may cover the bottom in thick layers. 
LEA made in the years 1928 and 1929 some preliininar observations 
on the occurrence of herring roe by means of a bottoln grab. His results 
encouraged the followillg up of this line. By mcaiis of the bottoln grab 
one gets far more exact linowledge about depth, bottom coiiditioils 
and quantity of roe. 
The bottovia grab used was that constructed by PETERSEN with an 
ope~iilig of 0.1 m2, Herring roe was obtained in a satisfactory manner 
on sandy as well as 011 hard bottom. W11en no roe was found iri the 
grab the haul was commonly rcpeatecl one or two times at  the salile 
spot. On an average herring roc was talten at every third of all the 
Fig. 5. Grab stations near the S limit of the Spring herring district, off the S part 
of J ~ r e n .  Signs as in fig. 3. 
stations in the southern district while the roe occurred much more 
scantily in the northern district, in the year 1935 only at  29 out of 231 
stations. The quantity of roe varied from a few eggs to thick flakes 
in the different hauls. 
The herring roe from each station was put into glasses with formaline 
and was examined later in the laboratory. The volume (ccm) of the roe 
was measured in a cylinder glass, the number of dead eggs counted and 
the stage of developrnellt of the eggs determined according to a scheme 
worked out by means of hatching experiments. In this manner also the 
age of the eggs could be deterrninecl in days and thus also the date of 
the spawning. For each season the stations were plotted on a map and 
each station was colzsiclered to represent a rectang~zlar ares, the sides 
of which was determiiaed by half the distances to the adjacent stations. 
As the quantity of roe ]?I-. m b ~ a s  known, the quantity iia the whole 
area represented by the station could be calcula.ted. 
According to measurerzlents a female I-rerring coritains about 20 000 
eggs correspoildi~lg to  a volume of 50 ccm. One liter roe thus corresponds 
to 20 females. As the inales slid females are present in about equal 
no j roe 1 no. , roe 
-- 
B935 1936 
whole / w i t h  whole / witb 
no. I roe 110. 1 roe 
l I 
whole I with 
no. / roe 
25 G 
l 2 
0 
2 0 ~  30 7 
37 17 
2s 11 
25 , 5 
34 1 14 
36 17 
26 16 
24 2 
49 7 
26 15 
20 - 
Total 
whole with 
no. roe 
1 
numbers, one liter of roe corresponds to  40 spring herrings. In  this 
manner the number of spawning herring presclit in a certain area was 
estimated. In  orcler to  compare tlze quantity of herring present in a 
certain area witlz the quantity caught in the sanle area, the quantity 
was calculated in hectoliters of herring. One hectoliter spring herring 
contains about 400 individuals and tlz~ls 1 liter herring roe correspo~icl~ 
to 0.1 Id. spring herrillg. The nulnber of herring irz one 111 will of course 
to a certain clegree depencl on the size of tlze herrings and in years with 
a rich iiiin~igration of recruit spawners there will be a somewhat greater 
nurnber in one 111. This error in the calculation will however be com- 
pensated by "izc fact that  smaller herrings also deporit a lesser quantity 
of roe. 
In the year 1937 the herring niasses were also dircctly localizecl 
by means of echo sounding as will be reported in a later section. 
During the spawning season a series of hydrographical sections 
was talien in different coastal areas and across the Norwegian Deep. 
Also a great number of planctoii hauls werc made. In  tlie years 1935-37 
the hydrographical investigations were extended to include four sections 
across the northern North Sea from the Norwegian coast to  Scotlancl 
and Shetland. The great hyclrograpliical material has been workecl 
up by the hydrographical laboratory of the Directorate under the 
direction of Mr. J. EGGVIN, who also has publishecl a preliminary 
report on the North Sea material (1937). The hydrographic sections 
from 1937 given in tlie present report in fig. 19-24 liave been drawn 
up by hfr. ~(JELSTRUP OLSEN, these figmes also having been usecl b y  
EGGVIX in his paper on ))the movement of a cold water froiitct (1940). 
The cruises in the spawning districts and in the North Sea have 
been carried out with tlie hf/S Armauer Haasen which was hirecl from 
the Geophysical Institute in Bergen. 1 am much indcpted to  captain 
SYNNES, the navigator on ))Arniauer Hanscncc, for his great interest in 
carrying out the program of work a t  sea. Also Mr. P. 0. SOLEIM, who 
assistecl me in tlie work on boarcl as well as in tlzc laboratory, I thank 
very much for his valuable help. Mr. SOLEI~I has in a report (1940) 
treated some of the plancton nlatei-ial collectecl on thc cruises and he 
has also given a short report (1940) oli tlze spawning grounds along the 
Wcst Coast based 011 our observations. 
LOCALIZATION OF THE SPAWNING GROUNDS 
ALONG THE WEST COAST. 
As showlz in fig. I one finds along the Norwegian coast a coastal 
shelf lilnited by the 200 m-line. Off the More coast (north of Stat) 
the coastal shelf has a great extension ceawards which ends with a steep 
slope towards the great depths of the Norwegian Sea. At the soutlz 
west coast the shelf is separatecl from the North Sea plateau by the 
Norwegian Deep. Within the sehlf one finds more or less isolated shalIower 
banks with rocky 01- sandy bottom separated by deeper channels with 
soft bottom. These banks form favourable spawning grounds for the 
herring and I will in the following give a short descriptio~z of the different 
spawning areas localized by means of grab sampling. Beginning with 
the southern Spring Herring District this region may be divided into 
14 more or less separatecl spawning areas as demonstrated in the fig. 3-5. 
I. Slottewy-Es$evwr is the northernmost spawning area of impor- 
tance. This area forms a colltinuous bank along the western coast of 
the Bmmlneloy and is in the north limited by the Selbjorns fjord and 
in the south by the Bmmmel fjord. Here are many small islands as 
Hisken, Lyng~ ,  Holsmyerne and Nord~yerne. Herring roe has been 
found in depths from 30 to 145 metres but not every year. The spawning 
area is estimated at  20 kin2. 
11. Sletta. There is rather open water between Espevzr and 
Haugesuad, only protected by a small group of islands. We find here 
a rather extensive tongue-like bank limited by the 100 m-line and sepa- 
rated from. the nortlzer~z area by a deep hollow, Gunnarskjzrhullet. 
In  the south the bank is separated from Rmvzr also by a deep channel. 
Herring roe was found in depths from 25 to 125 metres but not regularly 
every year. The spawning mainly takes place between the small islands 
and slcerries and the spa~vning area is estimated at  about 15 km2. 
111. Bleislzi~~. At the bottom of the deep trench penetrating 
between the last-named region. and R m v ~ r  one finds a spawning area 
around the skerries and gj-o~~ncls of Bleislcjzer. In certain years the her- 
ring arriving along the tsc~ich also spa\vn on the southern slope of 
this trench along the north eastern part of Rmvzr. Herring roe has 
been found in depths fi-orn 10 to 95 metres and the spawning area is 
about 12 km2. 
1V. Fagy-Uvter. Soutl-r of the lastnamed area a depression with 
depths between 100 and 150 metres penetrates from the island Utsira 
towards the northern part of I<armmy. At both sides of the head of 
this depression spawning occurs (west of the island Fzmy and at Urter) 
and bas taken place here every year in depths between 30 and 120 m. 
The spawning area is estimated at  about 23 km2. 
V. Rsvcev-Svea. South west of the island Rgvzr one finds a 
rather extensive plateau within the 100 m line, unprotected towards 
the open sea with exception of the shoal Svea. On this plateau, but also 
to  a certain dcgree ill deeper water westwards, a regular spam~11ing 
takes place in depths from 20 to 140 metres. Tlie spawning area is 
about 48 km2. 
VI. Utsiva, the siilall island situated ia the open sea about 20 kna 
west of Karmgy, has some rather important spa-cvning grounds at  the 
southern side and partly also at  the northcrn side. At the western 
side tlie bottonz slopes steeply illto tl-re Norwegian Deep but at the eastern 
side some spawning may occur in the deeper area between the  Utsjra 
and I<arm@y banks. Hei-ring roe has beell fotlnd from 25 down to 
150 metres. The estilnated spasmling area is about 26 km2. 
VII, VIII, IX. These areas forin an extensive contilluous bank 
along the western and southern part of Karmay aild this is the most 
important spawniiig region ill the spring herri1:g district. Herring roe 
has been found over wide areas ill depths froin 20 to 110 metres. Tile 
spawning bank covers about 145 kin2. In the soutll and south west 
the bank slopes rather steeply into a deep trencl-~ penetrating from 
the Norwegian Deep towauds the Bolt11 fjord. 
X. Bohn---Aveg~~u~z~ze~z. Scparatcd from the soutl~ern part of 
K a r m ~ y  by the Kar~nsuncl a spawning area is situated mainly between 
the south end of the island Bolt11 and the Aregru~ln, a shoal at  some 
distance off shore. Spawning occurs here in depths from 10 to 145 
metres and the estima.ted spawiling area is 14 ltm2. 
XI. Karnzsz~nd. In the inner part of I<armsuizd ancl north of Bokiz 
spawning has been observed in certain years close to tlie shore in depths 
from 5 to 70 metres. The bottom area favourable for spawning is nol 
very extensive ancl is estimatecl at 8 km2. 
XII. I<vitsuy-I<inlsz~zedg~z~~z~ze~z. South of the Skude fjorcl a 
rather exteasive bottom area is foulzd within the 100 nl line from I<vitsBy 
in the north to Jzrens rev in the south. In the northern part of this 
area small groups of islands and skerries are situated ancl spawnil~g 
has been observed on the rocky bottom around the islands Kv i t s~y  and 
Hhtein. At K v i t s ~ y  roe was found in depths from 41. to 58 metres 
and at  H5stein from 20 to 55 metres, in a single case also at  a depth 
of 165 metres. The spawning areas are 12 and 15 km2 respectively. 
In the southern part of the area outside the coast line Feistein- 
J ~ r e n s  rev one finds a relatively extensive spawning bank, Kalsmed- 
grunn, where herring roe has been found in depths between 24 and 54 
metres. The area is about 40 km2. 
The coast south of Jzrens rev is very flat and the land is only 
some few metres above the sea level. The Norwegian Deep runs here 
close to the coast and one finds only a narrow strip of slzallow water 
with the bottom covered by fine sand. This area is not favourable for 
spawning and the coast is very exposed to wave action. Only outside 
the Ogna bight spawning is known to occur and here herring roe was 
found in the year 1935. In certain years the waves have driven large 
masses of herring roe on to the shore here as will be reported later. 
XIII. Egersund. Only outside Egersund one finds more important 
spawning grounds namely L~segrunll and Kletta-grunn as indicated 
in fig. 5. Herring roe was found from 30 to 95 metres depth. Area = 
26 km2. 
XIV. Siragrztngz, situated further south, is also a wellknown 
spa\vnjng place. This bank is somewhat shallower than the fornler 
ones and herring roe has only occurred in depths between 15 ancl 50 
metres. The area is about 30 km2. 
In the northern district Stat-Kristiansund large areas within 
the 100 m-line were investigated by means of grab hauls. Compared 
with the great number of observations (231), herring roe was founcl in 
rather few cases (29 stations). Spawning was ascertained at  S v i n ~ y  
and between this island ancl the peninsula Stat. Further north herring 
roe was found a t  two stations on the great shallow north of Rullclay 
close to the island. Separated fro111 the Rundoy area by a cleep channel 
one finds an extensive area outside Erkna. Here herring roe was soilze- 
what more widely clistributecl ancl. 10 stations gave positive results. 
Farther north no roc was founcl over a great clistance and only at the 
edge of the great Buagrunn in the north spawning was ascertained. 
Further north roe was talien at 3 out of 21 stations on Griptaren, a 
shallow area outside I<rjstiansuncl. 
TEE VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF HERRING ROE AND 
THE BOTTOM CONDITIONS ON THE SPAWNING GROUNDS. 
As shown in the previous chapter the spawning grounds are mainly 
situated within the 100 m-line. Spawning takes, however, place to a 
certain degree also in deeper water. Fig. 6 shows the vertical distribution 
of grab hauls in the southern spring herring district taken in the years 
1931-37. 
Bottom samples were taken in shallow water down to a depth of 
200 metres but herring roe was only found in depths between 5 and 
150 metres, The number of hauls increases gradually down to the 
41-50 m-zone where a maxi~lium of nearly 500 lzauls was made. At 
greater depths the number of hauls was less and in depths of more than 
I00 lra the hauls were rather few. As the stations was distributed as 
evenly as possible over the spawning areas, the depths best represented 
by the hauls also are the most comlnon in the spawning areas. The 
samples containing herring roe show tl-re same vertical distribution 
as the total number of hauls, the relative number of samples with roe 
being apparently of the same order in greater depths as in shallower water. 
When, however, the density of herring roe (quantity pr. m2) is con- 
sidered as ill fig. 7 one finds that the richest spaw~ling occurs in depths 
of 20 to 80 m; in shallower or deepel- water the cle~lsity is far less. At 
the M ~ r e  coast the greatest clerisity also was found at a depth of 61-70 m 
while the vertical distribution of the roe is more limited there than in 
the southern district. Spawniilg of sollle importaiice had only talteri 
place at  depths of 40 to 90 m. 
The bottom on the spawning grou~lcls is coinposed of rocks, stones, 
gravel and sa~id but also to a great extent of calcareous cleposits of 
broken shell, serpulid tubes, calcareous algae etc. forming a more or 
less coarse shell sand. Also brown and red algae may be foulid covered 
by roe and even free-living ani~nals as Hyas and other species have 
been caught with herring" eggs attached to the body. 
Table 4 shows the various bottom conditions on the spawning 
grounds based on 781 bottom samples taken in the soutlier~i spring 
Fig. 6. All grab llauls macle in the S Spring Herring district 1931-37 distributed 
d 
according to depth. 
herring district. I11 each colunin the total numbel- of samples is entered 
to the left and the number of those with l-rerring roe to the right, The 
samples are also classified accorclilig to depth. About 40 % of the 
samples were talien on rocky bottom and then comes shell sand in about 
26 % of the hauls. Algae, stol~es and gravel were found in about 8 % 
of the sa111ples respectively aiicl fine sai~cl only in 3 %, muddy bottom 
in 7 % of all the samples. 1x1 depths down to 100 m the rocky or sandy 
bottom is prcclominating, in greater depths muddy bottom. Herrilig 
roe was founcl in 35 % of all the samples. The greatest number of positive 
samples, or nearly 49 %, was obtained 011 bottom with loose stones 
and 41 % on rocky bottom, while 33-34 % of the samples with algae, 
gravel or shell sand contailled herring roe. On fine sand bot Lorn herring 
roe was founcl in ollly 18 % of the samples and on muddy bottom only 
in two of 56 samples. In the last case however the cggs were cleposited 
on shell of clead mussels ancl not directly on the muddy bottom. 
Thus the herring apparently pi-efers to spami on s t o ~ ~ y  or rocky 
bottom but deposites also the cggs on algae, gravel and coarse sliell 
sand. Fine sancl seems to be less favourable*as spawliing b o t t o ~ i ~  and 
niuddy bottom seems to be entirely avoided, as t11e eggs on tile last 
mentioned bottoms would probably soon be coverecl by fine sand or 
M o r e  coast 
ccm. pc m2. 
0-10 11-20 21-X) 31-40 
Depth,  metres 
Average quaniity of roe found a t  different depts 
Fig. 7. 
mud particles aiid perish. Tlius the bcst spawning corzditioiis are found 
within the 100 m-line. 
At the n/lgre coast between Stat and ICristiansund the hard bottom 
is still more prevailing ancl areas with shcll sand bottom are not so 
extensive as in tlie southern district. About 87 % of all the saniples 
with herring roe were taken on stony oi- rocky bottom, about I G  % oil 
gravel and only 3 % on shell sand. 
Table 4. Nurnber of grab sfations o n  different bottorns. 
THE DENSITY OF THE HERRING ROE ON THE SPAWNING 
GROUNDS AND THE MORTALITY O F  THE EGGS. 
As far as can be seen the only workers who have attemptecl a 
quantitative estimate of the numbers of eggs deposited, of herring 
spawning and of the mortality of the eggs are J. LAWSON HART and 
ALBERT L. TESTER (1934) who carried out investigations in British 
Columbia in 1931 and 1932. The herring shed their eggs there chiefly 
on eel grass (Zostera) or rock weed (FUCZ.LS) in or just below the intertidal 
zone and generally the spawning beds are left dry or nearly dry at low 
ticle which simplified the investigation very much. These investigations 
were apparently started a t  the same time as my own. 
In the Norwegiail spring herring district BOECIC and others have 
reportec! the occurrence of inch-thick layers of herring roe on the bottom. 
LEA (1929, 1930) also found more or less thick layers of roe, forming 
up to I/, inc1-L thick flakes. I t  is therefore near at  hand to suppose that 
the whole spawning areas are covered by a continuous lnorc or less 
thick layer or ncarpetcc of roe. As a drastic instance of the great quantities 
of roe occurring on the bottom BOECI~ meiltions that in a certain year 
roe was washed up on the beach at  Jzren in so great masses that the 
farmcrs carted many waggon-loacls on to the fields as manure and 
the swines were fed on roe for many clays. A siillilai- event occuri-ecl 
in the years when the present investigation took place. Near Ogna, 
Jzeren, where the coast is very low ancl the surf can be very strong, 
great masses of roe were fount1 on the beach and 400 cart-loads of Lami- 
naria ancl roe in equal proportions were taken along a stl-etch of 80 
nletres of tile beach. I have personally controllecl this information 
and have calculated that about 80 000 litre of pure roe were collectccl 
by the farmers. This q~zantity may seem imposing but in fact the quantity 
only corresponds to a catch of 8000 bl of herring which is often taken in 
a single catch with land seine. 
In order to get a better understanding of the density of the herring 
roe on the spawning grounds I have, in table 5, classified the samples 
according to the quantity of roe taken in each grab haul. As thc stations 
Table 5. Distribution of the grab stations according ta  qz~anti ty of h e ~ r i n g  roe talzen pr. haul. 
are rather everzly distributed over the spawning areas these figures may 
also serve as a rougli expression of the relative distribution of the 
different quantities. 
The table shows that 32 % of the stations gave less than 1 ccnz. 
roe pr. m2 while 39 % gave 1-10 ccm pr. m2. Thus in about 50 % of 
all the stations less than 10 ccm roe pr. m"as found. About 18 % of 
the stations show quantities between 10 and 100 ccm, 15 Oj, had 100-500 
and about 7 '3/, quantities between 500 and 1000 cc~n pr. m2. Only 
at about 9 % of the statiosis the quantities were greater than 1 litre 
pr, m2 and only very few (0.4 %) with nzore than 10 litres pr. 1n2. 
What do these quantities of roe really mean? When an area of 
1 rn2 is covered by a single layer of eggs lying as strings of pearls on 
the bottom we nzay calculate tl-te nulrnber of eggs to about 440 000 
(eggdiameter 1.5 mnl). A q~lantity of 1 ccln measured in a glass cylinder 
contains about 400 eggs and thus a single layer of eggs over an area 
of 1 m2 corresponds to about 1 litre of roe. Thus we find that only 
in 9 % of the stations the bottom was covered by one or more continuous 
layers of eggs. 1 ccm roe pr. m2 corresponds to a density of 1 egg pr. 
25 cm2 and 10 ccm pr. rn to 1 egg pr. 2.5 cn12 if the eggs were evenly 
distributed over the bottom. This is not the case, however, the roe 
being cornmorlly found in small lulnps owing to the circumstance that 
the eggs, which are deposited as pearl strjnges of pearls, stick together 
in the water. 
The largest quantity of roe founcl by me, 13 liter pr, m2, corresponds 
to an about 1.3 cm thick compact flake of roe, and at a few other stations 
I got 1/22 to 1 cm thick flakes corresponding to 5-10 liter pr. m2. In 
one case a fragment of a 2.5 cm thick flake corresponding to 25 liter 
pr. m2, was found. The volume of the fragment was only 1.1 liter which 
shows that the grab clid not always work quite well. 
The investigations by means of bottom grab have also slzow~i that 
the herring does not spawn all over the banks. Table 6 shows the total 
bank area of the southern spring herring district investigated each year 
and the portion covered by roe (in km2) in the different years. 011 an 
average an area of 369 km2 was investigated but roe was found only 
over an area of 107 ltm2 or 29 % of the whole area. U7e must therefore 
conclude that the l-terring masses do not cover the tvliole bank area 
but immigrate in greater or slzialler shoals in the shape of streams which 
also agrees with the observations by nlcans oi echo sounding. 
?Ve know that a single fenzale co~liail-ts about 20 000 eggs coi-respon- 
ding to a volume of 50 ccm. At about 63 % of the statiosis less than 
50 ccm roe pr. n12 was found ancl it is therefore apparent that the feniales 
do not cleposite all the eggs at the samc tirne. When, however, sucll 

The average quantity, 34 mill. litres, corresponds to about 13 600 
milliards of eggs and to 1 360 million fish or 3.4 million hl packed herring. 
The average yearly catch with bottom gill nets on the spawning grounds 
in the district investigated in tlie period 1931-37 was 890 000 kZ which 
means that 26 % of the estimated quantity were caught. LEA (1930) 
who has studied the mortality isz tlie tribe of Norwegian herring, has 
estimated that the stock every year is reduced by 20 % due to fishing and 
cleat11 by other causes. HJORT (1914) has estimated from marking 
experiments tliat about 27 % of the Lofoteri cod are ca~~gl i t  by fishing 
gear while ROT~LEFSEN (1934) estimatccl the mortality in tile tribe of 
Lofoten cod to at least 40 %. Thus tl-re value calculated by me, 26 %, 
does not seem improbable and oi3e may collsider tlze estimated quantities 
as fairly representative of the actual conditions. 
111 his studies on the ))mortality in the tribe of the Norwegian 
herring(( LEA (1930) writes: ))while nearly all the eggs in the thick flakes 
oi herring roe found had been fertilized and had commenced hatching 
only the embryos in tlze uppermost eggs were alive and coulcl be brought 
to liberate themselves. The eggs in tlze deeper layers, necessarily depo- 
sited earlier than tlze eggs in the superficial layers, contained embryos 
a t  very different stages of development, wlzile the bottom layers were 
found in a state of putrefaction((. From this discovery LEA concluded 
))that the number of fry hatched on the spa~vning grounds must be 
relatively independent of the nztnzbev of eggs deposited and more depen- 
dent on the area covered by eggs. 111 addition it seems to give a partial 
explanation of the fact that the ~iumerical stlength of a herring brood 
is comparatively iizdepende~lt of the number of parent herring((. 
I can confirm the observation made by LEA: tliat often a very high 
mortality is observed in the thick flakes of roe. I11 I/, to 1 cm thick 
flakes a mortality of 43--70 %, and 80 % in a flalie of 2.5 cm was noted. 
The mortality is, however, dependent on the stage of development of 
tlze eggs. In flakes with eggs in early stages a niortality of only 1-2 % 
has been observed, but even at  this stage the eggs in the bottom layers 
are retarded in clevelopmeslt and apparently die later 011. In a flake 
colltaining in all 70 % dead eggs the mortality in the bottom layer was 
96 %, in the surface layer o~zly 39 %. 111 anotlier flalie with 80 % of 
all the eggs dead the lower layels were wholly devoid of life. 
As already mentioned the thick flakes of roe do not, ho~vever, 
play as great role in the nature as formerly supposed. Table 7 shows 
the average mortality of herring roc at varyjng densities. Thcrc is 170 
clear increase of the mortality with increasing density except for the 
large quantities between 10 000 and 12 500 ccrn pr. in2. Tlie average 
mortality of the ~vholc Inaterial is 12.1 0,/, and apparently the high 
Table 7. Average mortality of ihe eggs. 
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mortality in the thick flakes does riot infltlence the average value irz 
any great degree. HART and TESTER (1931) have found that the dead 
eggs on tlre spawning beck constituted from 3.4 to 10.5 % 
LEA concluded that the nunlber of fry hatclled on the spawl~ing 
grouiads must be relatively independent of the number of eggs deposited 
and more dependent on the area covered by eggs. He considers it more 
favourable for the hatching when small quantities of roe are distributed 
over a great area than the coiztrary. This is of course tll-eoretically true 
but as we have seen the thick layers with a very lrigh mortality only 
infrequently occur to such an extent tlzat they can play any great ralc 
in nature. As seen in table 6 the area covered by roe varies st~ongly 
from year to year. In the year 1932 when the spawning was very sich, 
tlre area covered by roe was only 22 % of the area investigated. The 
average density of the roe was also the highest observed in the period, 
or 629 ccin pr. m2. In the next year there was a very poor spawning 
over about the same area -cvhile the density was only 97 ccm pr. mZ. 
In the year 1935 tlre spawning was of about the same riclrness as in tllc 
year 1932 but the roe was distributed over an area twice as large as in 
the year 1932, the density being only the half, or 313 ccm pr. m2. Ac- 
cording to LEA the collclusion would be that the hatchi~lg in 1932 was 
much less favourable than in 1935 and that the numerical strength 
of the year class 1932 should be comparatively poor. Fig. 2 shows, 
however, that the year-class 1932 plays a rather predominant r61e in 
the spawning shoals during recent years, 1937-39*), along with the 
unusually rich year-class 1930. The brood from the year 1931, when the 
density of roe was less than in the year 1932, is of far less importance 
in the spawning shoals. The year class 1933 seenzs, however, to be 
somewhat richer and was fairly numerous in the year 1939, at an age 
of six years. I t  is still to early to say anything about the year class 
1935. This brood appeared 1939 in tlre spawning slroals as four years 
old spring herring but in relatively smaller numbers than the year-class 
1932 at the same ag2 in the year 1936. Thus no close relation is apparent 
betweera the area covered by roe and the density of the eggs on the one 
hand and the numerical strcilgt1-1 of the year broods on the other hand. 
If all the surviving eggs of the roe masses (88 % on arz average) 
found on the spawning grounds, grew up to maturity, the spawning 
stock would increase yearly by 30 milliards lil. The number of herring 
yearly present in the investigated area was or1 an average estimated 
at  3.4 million hl. As LEA has calculated the yearly clecrease of the 
spawning stock at 20 yh, a yearly increase of only 680 000 hl is needed 
to make up for the loss. I t  is thus apparent that an egg-mortality of 
*) As well as in 1940 and 1941. 
12 % is of no importance for the numerical strength of tlze yeax broods 
and that the mortality must be much greater at a later stage. HART 
and TESTER have come to the same conclusion. 
As J. HJORT (1914) has pointed out the critical stage probably 
is reached when the larvae have absorbed the yolc-sack and begin to 
feed on small plancton organisms. By hatching experiments with 
herring eggs I succeeded to keep the free-swimming larvae alive for 6 
weeks without any great mortality, feeding them on plancton algae. 
Always, however, when they had reached a certain stage, they all died 
in a short time. SOLEIIT (1940) who has continued these experiments 
in 1940, made the interesting observation that the herring larvae feed 
very well on nauplii of Balanzbs. The larvae passed the critical stage 
and grew up very well, but the experiments were unfortunately inter- 
rupted on April 9th. I t  seems to be of great importance that the larvae 
get enough of the right foocl at the right time. 
TITE SPAWNING TIME IN TE-IE DIFFERENT 
SPAWNING AREAS. 
According to LEA (1929) the Norwegian spring herring must consist 
of two contingents of herring on their way to the spawning grounds. 
The one contingent, which is regulary noticed to be the first and most 
abundant, contains the older spawners. The second contingent are the 
recruit spawners which become ready to spawn later in the season than 
the bulk of older spawners. 1 have also, in my racial investigations, 
demonstrated that the younger individuals reaclz maturity later in the 
season than the older spawners. TH. RASMUSSEN (1939), who has studied 
the mean degree of sexual. development of the spring herring, has clearly 
established that the average state of maturity observed in successive 
catches decreases during the spawning season, which implies the advent 
of fresh shoals. I have further demonstrated that we have to do with 
several separate shoals immigrating into the different areas. They 
can be distinguished by differences in the mean number of vertebrae, 
The different shoals do not, however, appear at  the same time over the 
whole spawning district, but immigrate gradually to the different 
grounds. Consequently the bottom gill-net fishery moves in a fairly 
regular manner from area to area throughout the season. 
Fig. 8 shows the periods of bottom gill-net fishery in the different 
areas in the years 1931-37 in the southern spring herring district. 
The areas are indicated by I-XIV as in the maps fig. 3-5. I t  is seen 
that the fishery starts in the first days of February at  the west and south 
coast of Karmoy (VII-IX) and then somewhat later at  Bokn and 
Karn~sund (X, XI, inside Karmoy). Some clays after fishing has started 
at I(arm8y a fishery begins in the Jzeren and Egersund areas in the south 
(XII-XIV). The fishery here at first generally starts at I<alsnicdgrunnera 
and then gradually at  Egersund ancl Siragrunn in the south and lastly 
at  Kvitsoy in the north. The fishery in all these arcas is in most years 
finished a t  the end of February. In the northern areas (11-V) the 
fishing begins only in the later part of February and closes in the first 
part of March. In the northernmost area (I) no fishery takes place 
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Fig. 8. Periods of bottollr gill-net fishery on the spawning grouncls in the years 
1.931-37. The grouirds are i~ldicatecl by roman ~lumerals refering to fig. 3 (I-XI), 
t o  fig. 4 (XII, subclivided thus: I<v - I i v i t s ~ y  grounds, H - Hgstein grou~lcls 
and I< - I<alsmeclgrunnen) a ~ l d  to fig. 5 (XI1 1, I,osegr~u~iren etc. ancl XIV, 
Siragmnnen) . 
Fig. 9. Spalx~iing periods oil the various grounds csti~natccl fro111 age of spawn 
obtaii?ed by rnealis oi  bottom grab. Compare this fig. with fig. 8, and text p. 38. 
Fig. 10. Date when average maturity stage Y/, was observed 
before the first days of March a11d the fishery is finished at  the middle 
of the month. This lastnamed arca is mainly visited by recruit spawners. 
The spawning time was detelmined in the manner that the age of 
the eggs fouild on the spawning places was estimated according to a 
scheme based on the studies of the clevelopme~lt in the laboratory. 
The hatching of the eggs takes about three weeks ill a temperature of 
5" C. corresponding to the water temperature at  the spawning places. 
The stage of dcvelopme~lt for each day was drawn up ancl in that way 
we got a scheme in orcler to determine the age of the eggs in nurnber 
of clays. The results of these estimatiolls is given for the areas I-XIV 
ail1 fig. 9. A close relation is found between the periods of bottom net 
fishery ancl the spawning time in the different areas. The only dif- 
ference is that the s p a w ~ ~ i i ~ g  at Utsira ancl Rgvzer (VI and V) in certain 
years ]nay bcgin earlier than the fishery and this is due to the circtllnstance 
that storilly weather often ilelays the fishery in these expo.;ed areas. 
As alreacly cliscussed a previous cliaptcr all the eggs are not 
deposited at  once. As sccn in fig. 9 the spawning in one and the same 
area is ge~lcrally c.xtendecl over one or two weeks arid it may also happelz 
that the spawning is interrrrpted for some days. When the spawning 
is finished the herring disappear from the ground and the fishery is 
also ended. The fishernzera say that when the water get milky no more 
fishing can be done. This observation may nieaiz that the males deposite 
the milt only at .the end of the spawning period, I t  is, ho~vever, perhaps 
Inore probable that the spawning ends with a great culn1ii1atioii which 
also was strpposed when discrrssing the varying density of the roe. 
As seen in fig. 9 the spawning started rather early in the year 
1931 while later th.e spawning shosvs a tendency to be delayed fronz 
year to year. This phe~io~nenoiz s also demonstrated by TR. RASMUSSEN 
(1940) by studying the stage of maturity of the spring herring. In fig. 
10 which is reproduced from the paper by RASMUSSEN, 1n.e h.as shown 
graphically the dates when lierring saniples with more than 50 % spaw- 
ning individuals were taken i11 the soutl1ern and northern spawning 
districts during th.e periocl 1929-39. In. the southern district the spaw- 
ning started already at the end of January, in tl1e same manner as I 
have shown, but later the date of maturity seems to be continually 
postponecl. I t  is further shown that the spawning starts later in the 
northern district than ia the souther11 as I also have demonstrated in 
my racial studies. 
REGISTRATION OF THE SPAWNING SHOALS B'S7 NEANS 
OF ECHO SOUNDING. 
As 0. SUND had obtained goocl results in registratioli of cocl shoals 
a t  Lofoten with the echo souilder illstalleel ill the MIS Johan Hjort I 
made some preliminary iilvestigatio~ls in the herring districts iiz the 
year 1936. 111 .the succeeding seasoil I then triecl .to make a more thorough 
investigation in order to chart the distribution of the herring shoals 
ill the spawiling clistricts. These attempts have alreacly been related 
in my report on the herring i~lvestigations in the year 1937 but it may 
be of interest to discuss tile results in con~lectioii with the present studies. 
The first of these cruises with the ))Johan Hjort(c was made to  the 
large-herring clistrict north of Bergen in the period Jailuary 6---16th. 
Already the first c1a.y a herring shoal was registrated in the Hjelte fjord, 
about 30 ltnl north of Bergen. The echogral; is shown in fig. 11. The 
th.ick hoi-isontal line at  the top of the figure represents the surface of 
the sea, and tlre irregular line iildicates the bottom. Between the surface- 
and bottom lilies a horisoiltal dark shadow is seen which was supposed 
to  represent a heri-iilg shoal. The clistailces between the thin vertical. 
lines is one nautical mile and the distance froin the surfaceline to the 
lower edge of the echogram correspoilds to a depth of some 200 metres. 
By crtlising on different courses tlre shadow was foullcl over an area 
of 1 x 3 naut, miles and the .tlicliness of the shadow on .the paper 
correspollclecl to  about 40 metres. No fishing fleet svas present except 
a purse-seine steainer on the way to Bergen svlliclz was hailed. The 
herring fishern~en. I-rave great experience iiz localiziilg herring shoals by 
lneans of a thin brass lii~e svith lead estin~atiiig the clerlsity of the shoals 
from the frequency of shoclts felt on the line tonching tile lierrii~g bodies. 
The head Cisherman found in this way that herring were present arlcl 
estimated that they coulcl ~nalte a catch of 1000 hl with the purse 
seine fairly orctiilary catch. Due to strolig current tlie catcli, however, 
turned out a failui:e as they got only about 50 11.1, still sufficient proof 
that itreally was a herring shoal wliiclz 1lac1 bee11 ii~dicatecl by the echo 
gear ancl we hacl also got a.11 estiniatio~i of t13.e density of the shoal. By 
Fig. 11. Echogralll sho~ving herrillg shoal in the Hjeltefjord (about 30 liln S of 
Bergen) 7. Jan. 1937. The hea\7y, horizolltal streak along the upper edge represents 
the surface (uoverflatec(), the bottom contour is indicated by nbunncc. The h e r r i ~ ~ g  
shoal is shown as smudges in the mid-water space. The mas. depth shown is about 
220 m, hence the upper limit of the shoal is seen to  be about 1.2-20 111 fro111 the 
surface, the lower 30-50 m. The horizontal scale is about 25 times less than 
the vertical, each cnl in the fig. reprcselltii~g a distance of about 1000 In. 
The ~vriting to the 1-ight means: ))here purse seines go to actioils. 
calculating the volurne of the water n~asses eilclosecl b y  a purse seine 
I found that a catch of 1 0 0 0  hl corresponcls to about 2 herrings pr. 
cub. m of water (if evenly dispersed). 
On February 7th a hyclrographical section wa.s nlade from Feie 
ancl 40 naut,  miles westwards across the Norwegian Deep towavds the 
Viliing Bank. Returning to the coast a somewhat more northerly course 
was talien, namely towards Holn~engr% outsicie the Sognesjb. Iialfway 
to  the coast the echo soundel- began to  indicate herring and over a clistance 
of 20 na-i~t. miles across the Norvregian Deep a contin~zous herring mass 
was founcl, rcaching to the coa.sta1 slope. A section straight across the 
kerring mass sllowed that  the shosl hacl a width. of 2 naut,  nlilcs and a 
vertical thicliness of abo~l t  30 mc:tres. IVitbin tile slierrics of the Sognes j~  
also a snlall.er shoal was observed svlliclr appavei~tly Imd been separated 
from the chief mass present in tile open sea. Supposiing a density of 
2 herrings pr. cub. 111 the registered herring mass lVas calctllated -to consist 
of a t  least 15 ~rilillion. 111. The total catcl-r within the large herring district 
between Bergen ancl Stat mas ill that  year 1.5 rizilljoil 1.J. No fisl~ery 
took place on this shoal registered in the open sen, mtl witlri~l the skerries, 
where the main fishery tool< place, no s1ioa.l~ of a corresponding size 
were registered. The h~lge herring shoal had the shape of a very long 
and narrow streak with the length directed straight against the coast. 
The ordinary cruise to the southern spring herring district in the 
))Arinauer Hansencc was started on january 26th. The echo souizder 
was always in function when working with the bottom grab on the spaw- 
ning banks but herring was ncver registered oil the banks in the day 
time, But also special cruises were lnacle outsicle the banks in ordcr to 
localize herring shoals, the courses steered being iildicated on the charts 
in figs. 12 and 13. The shaded course lines denote the presence of herring. 
Fig. 12 shosvs the situation in February in the Espevzr-KvitsBy 
area. At least three separate herling masses n7ere foullcl within this 
district, ~iamcly south of Icarm~y, south west of Utsira and west of 
R ~ v z r .  Furtller occuri-ence of herrilig was noted early in February 011 
the line froin Slotteray to R o g ~ y  (north of Espevzr) about 4-5 nautical 
miles off the coast. The greatest hei-ring rnaTses uildoubtedly occurrecl 
at  R ~ v z r  and Utsira. The herring ar R ~ v z r  were registered already 
on February 2nd but these courses are not drawn up 011 the chart. 
On February 11-12th this area was again ilzvestigated and herrillg 
was found over a great area as shown in fig. 12 (unbroken lines). The 
herring Inass occurred outside tlie 100 m-line west of the great spawning 
bank situated between Rgvzr and Svea (V) but on the bank proper 
no herring was found. On February 17th, hosvever, streaks of herrings 
moved in over the bank (broken course lines). Also ilorth of R ~ v z r  
now a small sfioal was found moving along tlie deep towards the spawning 
grounds at  R~vzr-Bleiskjzr (111). The next time this area was investi- 
gated, on March 4th, the herring mass had moved northwards and was 
localized outside Sletta (area 11) as shown in fig. 13 (unbroken line). 
But already the next day when the same area was visited (broken course 
lines) the herring had clisappeared and only two slnall shoals were 
present at  the edge of the spawning grounds at  Sletta. The spawning 
a t  R%vzr began only on February 24th but already on February 2nd 
the herring was present outside the spawning bank. 
At Utsira a small herring shoal svas for the first time registel-ecl at 
the western edge of the spawning grouncl south of the islancl on Feb. 
12th. and on the same day also great herring masses were found about 
10 km STV of Utsira. Tllese shoals were found again 011 Feb. 17th ancd 
further, smaller, shoals at  the E side of Utsira and along the deep hollosv 
running towards the spawlilig grouilcls at  Fzoy---Urter (IV). I t  is 
probable that the herring which have spawrleci in tile areas IV ancl VI 
and probably also ilz tlie area VII at  the end of February, have been 
small offshoots from tl-re great lierriilg mass four~cl SW of Utsira. Wlzela 
this area again was inr-estigated on Marcl~ 3rd the herring hacl entirely 
disappeared. 
The herring shoal south of Icarmgy was registerecl on Feb. 12th 
and then again on Feb. 15th when herring also was registerecl 141 of 
I<vits@y. Early in March no more herring was observed in this area. 
This herring have apparently spawned a t  thr  soutll west and south 
coast of I<arln@y (areas VIIT-IX) where spawning took place on Feb. 
12-21 th. Probably offshoots also have spatvned a t  Bolt11 (X) ancl Ihi-111- 
sui-rcl (XI) where spa\vning occurved a t  the enel of February and early 
j11 Mal-clr. 
It is also of ii-rtei-est to notice that hei-ring szrei-e registered in the 
wcstern palt of the Norwegian Deep early in February. On Fch. 3rd 
a l-rydi-ographical sectioil was made from Utsira ailcl 40 naut. iniles west- 
ward, across tl-re N~I-wegian Deep towarcls the North Sea plateau. In 
the western past of this section herring were registered over a clistance 
of several naut, miles and the shoal ended near tlle slope of the North 
Sca plateau. As herring were observed a t  R~vzer a clay before, it is 
probable tl-rat the herring inass in the Norwegian Deep had nothing 
to do wit11 the shoals present in the spring lzerring district the herring 
apparcl-rtly moving towards the edge of the North Sea plateau, wllcre 
also bottom conditions favourable for spawning are found. 
From the investigation by ccho sounding one gets the impression 
that  only slilall detachments of the herring masses present in the open 
sca outside Rmvzr and Utsira immigrated to the shallower spawning 
grounds proper, while the herring a t  the south encl of I<arnlmy were 
found close in to land. 
It would be of interest to get a rough estimate of the quantity of 
herring registered and to compare these values with those estimated 
from the quantities of roe found on the grounds. The lines along which 
herring was registered by echo-sounding represented a total distance 
of 65 kin a t  Rgvzr, 57 km at Utsira and 21 kin south of Karmmy. The 
waterlayer inhabited by herring was not very thick, on an average 
about 10 m, According to the experience from the northern district 
one may suppose that the herring masses had a breaclth of at  least 1 kin. 
Thus one may estimate the volunie of water iilhabitcci by llerrings 
a t  Rmvzr to 1300 mill. cub. n1 ancl with a density of 2 herrings pl. cub. m 
this corresponds to 2 600 mill, herring or 6.5 mill. hl. At Utsira and S of 
I<ai-mmy the coi-responding figures are 5.7 and 2.1 mill. 111 1-cspectively. 
I t  is, however, inprobable that the main lnasscs of herring are coinposed 
of separate streams of herring. At Rgvajr herring was registerecl in all 
dil-ections within an area of about 10 x 15 ltrn ancl we l-racl, probably 
to do with a conti~~uous herring mass covering ail area of 150 krn? I11 
the lattei- case the herring mass may be calculatecl a t  7.5 mill. 111. We 
n~ill, I-romrcveu, i1-r the following prcfer the smaller values. Thus the 
Fig. 1.2. Echo search for herring iiz tlie I<; r r rn~y-~Cts i ra  area in Peb. 1937 
Courses sho\ving licrring lzatcl-ieci. 
Fig. 13. Echo search for herring in Mar. 1937. Compare fig. 12. 
entire quantity of herring registered in the investigated areas is calcu- 
lated at  14 mill. h! or about the same figure as that estimated for 
the shoal registered N of Bergen a t  the end of January. The racial 
i~lvestigations have, however, show11 that time is no relation between 
the large herring north of Bergen and the spring herring in the soutlzern 
district. 
Table 8 contains the quantities of herring present in the different 
areas estimated by means of echo sounding and also according to the 
quantities of roc found 011 the banks. Further the quantities caught by 
the fisherme~l are given. I t  looks as if all the herrings registered at  
Karlnay have also spawned here. At Utsira and Rgvzr, however, 
only an unimportant portion of the herring masses registered has spaw- 
ned in these areas. Also the fishery has mainly been concentrated to 
the southern part of I<armay where about 25-30 % of the estimatecl 
quantities were caught. At Utsira and Ravzr the fishery was a great 
failure in spite of the great herring masses present outside the banks. 
In all about 1.3 mill. hl were caught in the whole district, thus consti- 
tuting less than 10 % of the quantity registered by echo sounding. 
The greatest quantity or about 1 mill. hl was caught by bottom nets 
which is about 30 % of the quantity estimated of herring to spawn 
on the banks. The purse seine and lancl seine fisheries were a great 
failure because the he r r i~g  occurred in too deep water for the pursc 
seines and too far from the shore for the land seines. 
The echograms also illustrate the fact that the herring occurred 
in deep water. In the day-time the herring was always found at a depth 
of 150 metres, but in the gloaming the herring rose to lesser depths. 
This phenomenon is seen in fig. 14 which is a continuous record made 
west of Ravzr throughout the evening. At about 18 o'clock the herring 
mass began to rise and at  19 o'clock it had risen to about 50 m below 
the surface. 
The occurrence of the great herring masses at  Utsira and Kavzr 
was reported to the fishermen by radio and some purse seine boats 
tried to fish there but the current was too strong and the herring stayecl 
in too deep water. In the night when the herring rose to  reasonable 
depths, the purse seines are not allowed to be used. In the daytime 
they could only reach the herring when small lots were driven to the 
surface by whales or coalfish. In the upper row of the echogram in fig. 14 
is seen recorded such a small lot of herring risicg to the surface in the 
daytime. To the left of the place, where the bottom is rising towards 
the Ravzr bank one notices a small ))mountain(( of herring rising above 
the common level of the mass. Over the shallowest part of the bottom 
the ship has turned and runs then in the opposite direction along the 
Table 8. Quanti ty of spring herring estimated to be present in the  souther?^ spring lzerring district 
and ouiput of the fislzery in the year 1937. 
hl 
Quantity estimated by echo sounding 5.700.000 / 2.100.000 ? ~ ? 14.300.000 
i 
Quantity of herring spawning, esti- I 
mated from bottom grab results 26.776 
Quantity caught by: 1 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Bottom nets 57.000 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Purse seines 1 14.350 
Land seines . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.565 
I - - 
--~~O~.~~O~TGZT -- - .... . . . . . . . . . . . .  Total, all gear 1 72.915 
I i / 71.100  OO 26.000 1 1.243.665 
Fig. 14. Three sections of echogram obtainecl off R0vzr (see fig. 12)  in the after- 
noon of Feb. 11, 1937. I t  is, i. a,,  seen how the shoal rises towai-cls evening from 
about 150 m. Thc short verticals along thc upper edge are minute marks, the 
heavy verticals are suppllcd auton~atically by the ships log and are spaced one 
11. mile apart. See p. 46. 
same linc and to the right of the ground the same small isolatecl shoal 
reappears but now much nearer to the surface, ~vhile thc main body 
of the herring mass rernains at  a depth of 150 m. 
Sumnlarizillg the results we have by means of echo souncling nlacle 
the interesting observation that in spite of the occtrrrense of very great 
herring Inasses at  the open sea the spawning in~lnigration to the shallower 
coastal banlis may be rather unimportant and the fishery therefore 
also a failure. In the last chaptcr will be discussed the causes of this 
phenomenon. The recorcling of herring shoals by nlealls of echo sounding 
may also become of great practical importance and it is apparently 
possible for a research ship to chart the distribution of the shoals in 
order to  give informations to  the fishermen. 
THE YEAIILY FLUCTUATIONS OF THE SPAWNING IN 'IEIZ 
SOUTHERN SPRING HERRING DISTRICT IN TI-IE PERIOD 
1931- 37. 
As already lnentioned the output of the fishery is infl.uencec1 by 
many factors as weather conditions, number of fishermei~ taking part 
in the fishery and so on. By estimating the quantity of herring roe 
on.e therefore gets a better approximation to the quantity herring 
present on the spawning grounds. In  fig. 15 shows the quantity of herring 
(shaded columns) estimated ,to spawn in the southern spring herring 
district in each of the years 1931-37. In orcler to compare these values 
with the catches taken by bottom nets, also shown in the figure 
(dotted colun~ns), the quantities are calculated as 111,. 
The catches in the different years cle not all'i~ays sho~v a clirect 
proportion to the quantity estinlated to be present on the spa,\vning 
grounds. Thus in the years 1932 and 1935 about 20 % of the spawnillg 
herring was caught. In  the yeax 1937, however, the correspollding 
value was 28 % ancl in the year 1936 about 45 %. In  the year 1934, 
when the fishery was hinderecl by much stor~lly weather oilly about 
12 '$6 were cailght. In  the year 1933 the estil~lated quantity of roe is 
probably somewhat too low, because the bottom grab dicl not work 
satisfactorily during a shorter period dtle to a, damage. 
As the figure illustrates, the fluctuations are rather irregular and 
do 11ot show any close relation to the fluctuatiolls in the llulllerical 
strength of the spring herrillg stock estimated according to the re- 
cruitment from poor or rich year classes. For instance the herring mass 
spa~vning on .the baiilis in the yPar 1932 was quite as great as in the 
year 1935 when the stock was strongly illcreased 3y the ilnnligration 
of the rich year class 1930, as already cliscussecl in a previous chapter. 
As it was observed in the year 1937 the main herring masses may remain 
in the open sea w7l1ile only s~llall offshoots spawn on the coastal banks. 
In this w;iy only a poor fishery may take place in spite of the presence 
of huge herl.ing masses outside the banlss. 
1931 1932 19531934 1935 1936 1937 
fZZiZ4 Quantiiity of herrinqs e3ttmafed 
Quantity of herring cauqht 
by bottom nets 
Fig. 15. Comparison of quantities of herring present on the grou~lds within the 
entire Southern Spring E-Ierring district as estimated from observations on roe 
deposited, with a~nount of herring caught in bottom gill-nets. 
In fig. 16 is given the estimated quantities of spawning herring 
and the quantities caught by bottom nets in the different spawning 
areas during the period of investigations. 
In the year 1931 the main spawning took place at  Rovzr (V) and 
Utsira (VI) which areas are situated farthest from the coast. At Utsira, 
where great herring masses were present, no fishery took place. The 
spawning on the banks at the S and l i  of I < a r n ~ ~ y  (VIII-IX) and inside 
Karmoy (X-XI) was very unimportant, but in the more northern 
areas (11-IV) a somesvhat more iiitensivc spasvning tooli: place. The 
Egersund district no investigatioils were made but the fishery w7as not 
very rich here. It seems that the llerring mostly remained on the outer 
grounds and that iio iinportant iinlnigration near to the shore took 
place. The land seine fishery svas also unusually poor. The fishermen 
could localize the herring with the lead liiik but oilly in deep water, 
and even in the night the herring did not rise to the upper layers. O~viiig 
to this no great catcl-ies were taken by purse seines and 111ost of grab 
hauls wit11 herring roe (67 0/,) were made at  cleptlls of 50-150 la and 
oiily 33 0/, of tlie hau!s at  c1eptb.s less than 50 In. 
In  19.32 the situatioil was quite difi'erent. A rich spa~vning took 
place on all the i~liler banlis especially at  the SW of Kai-rn~y while the 
spawnivlg at  fitsiua and Kb:~ter was very unimpoi-tant aiiil the fishery 
at  the latter places was a great lailure. Also at  Egersuild .the spawning 
was good. In all the quantity of roe fou~icl in the year 1932 was twice 
as great as in the year 1931 ancl also tile bottom net fishery was twice 
as prociuctive (1.2 and 0.6 mill. hl respectively). The purse seiiie fishery 
was very rich. Due to tile great quantities of spring llerrii~g lailded 
and the difficulties in disposing of the catches, the fishermen were 
recomiiiencled to stop tlie fishery a t  the e r ~ d  of February. The iierri~ig 
roe was deposited in shall owe^ water in 1932 than in 1931 a ~ i d  60 % of 
all the statio~ls with roe xvei-e situatecl within the 50 111-line. 
In  1933 the spawning was rather poor over the ~711ole district 
ancl no spawning seeills to have taken place on the more nortliern grouncls, 
011 Sletta (11, 111). The Egei-sund district was not investigated. The 
estimated values iroin this year are as already mentioiiecl, however, per- 
haps iiot quite reliable. The bottom net fishery was not very rich but 
tlie purse seine fishery was rather good. 
Also in 1934 no, or a very unimportant, spaw~liiig took place on 
the nortllerilmost grounds I-IV. Tlle spawning at  R B V ~  and Utsira 
(V, VI) was soniewhat richer than in the year 1932 but the main spawning 
took place TV and S of Karmdy (VII-IX), and especially off Akrel~av~z 
(VII) great herring masses were present. In the more southern areas, 
Kvits~y-Egersund, no spawning took place and only on the Siragrulln 
some roe was found. The quantity of herling caught was the smallest 
for many years and this was mainly due to stormy weather. As we have 
seen rather great herring masses were present but especially collcentrated 
to the area VII and at  a time wl-~en strolig gales hindered the fislrery. 
The fisherinell thought, however, that the herring also occurred ill too 
deep water. In ally case the fishery with pui-se seines was a failure in 
spite of these nets being up to 40 fathonis d e e ~ .  
I11 1935 a very rich fishery tooli place and great herring ~nasses 
were present not only at  I<arnz@y but also at  Utsira. I11 the same lilanner 
as in the previous year the most i~~tensive  spawning occurred in the 
Akra area (VII), but stormy weather l~iinclere,d tlre fishely tilere. Also 
at  U t ~ i r a  no great quantities were caught in spite of much herring being 
prescnt. Due to tllc bad fishery a t  the Egersuild district in the previous 
year the fishermen was of the opinion that the ilc;. r g was disappeariilg 
from this district. Howevci- a rather i . i  I.!isive spawnilig took place 
Fig, 16, a LP: b. AS fig. 15 and specified for each spa\vi~ing grouilcl (roman 11umel-als 
refcr to fig. 3. See text uncler fig. S. 
Q uan f itj/ of herring estimated a c c o r d i y  
fo the amount ofvoe 
a uan f i fy of heru/nq. couphf by boifom nef s 
Fig. 16 b. 
on tlie banks from M$stein to Siragruiln (XII-XIV). Also the greatest 
bottom nets catclics, or about 50 % of the whole quantity, was taken 
in these southern areas. On the llortlieril gro~~iicls I-IV no or only 
an  ~n impo~tan l .  spasming took place ia .tire saine manner as in tlre two 
previorrs years. This phenorneiioil is lcmarltable as we liiioav illat a 
great ililnligration of 1-ecruit spauTncri took placciin the year 1935, 
However aftcr tlle ~llainr fishing llad rnclcd an ullexpectccl rich land 
seirlc fisllery again began at  tlre end of illarch arid lasled to the rnicldle 
of Aplil. This fishery 111ainly took place rn niorc ~lor t l ie~n areas off 
Table 9. Esti~qzckted q 
1931 Area - -  ------ 
estimated 1 caught 
I 2S1 .225!  GOO 
XIV I -- (80.000) 
antiiy of Sfiring herring a d  yztn?ztity caztgh.hl 
district in the years 
- 
1932 1933 I -- estimated / caught estimated / caught 
- 
I i I 
and N of Bergen. Apparently the recruit spawners arrived later and to 
more northern areas than usual. 
The winter herring fishery in the year 1936 was the richest ever 
noted. This was, however, due to a very rich large-herring fishery 
while the spring herring fishery was rather unsuccessful. This \vas 
partly causecl by the exceptional phenomenon that no spawning took 
place on the usual fishing grounds at  the south end of I<arm~y (IX) 
and at Bolin (X) as shown in fig. 16 and where the bottom net fishery 
was conlplete failure. Also at tlre west coast of I<armay (lTII-VITI) 
by bottom %ets on  the different spnmnilag groands of the soulhern 
1931 -39 (in hektolitres) . 
-  
1934 1935 1936 1937 I estimated c a u g h r l  estimated 1 caught estimated 1 caught estimated 1 caught 
0 24.529 
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no important spawning took place. The same was the case a t  Utsira, 
and on the more northern grounds practically no spawning took place 
with exception of the northerllrnost area (I) where recruit spawners 
appeared at  the end of the season. In the southern part of the spring 
herring district, however, a rather rich spawning took place and the main 
bottom net fishery was done from I<alsmeclgrunn to Siragrunn in the 
same manner as in the previous year. Tile purse seine fishcry in the spring 
herring district was also very bad ancl the land seine fishery gave the 
smallest quantity on rccor-d for nlany ycars. The fisherinen assumecl 
that rather great quantities of herring were present but occurring 11s 
too deep water and too far from land. 
Thc situation in the year 1937 has already beell discussed in the 
previous chapter. Only a t  I<arm@y a fairly rich spawning took place, 
while the great herring masses registered by ccho sounding at Utsira and 
R ~ v z r  relnained in deep water outside the spa~viling banks, At Egersund 
smaller quantities of roe were found than in the two previous years 
ancl a t  Siragruilil no spawiliilg took place a t  all. 
The quailtitativr investigations on the spa.vvning grounds thus have 
clemoi~sti-atecl that the spawi~ing on the clifferent coastal banks may 
fluctuate very mucl~ from year to year indepeildently of the size of the 
herring stock. In certain years there may be a very rich spaxvnii~g on 
the shallow baillis while in other years the spawning may be poor or 
the herring elltirely fail to appear on certain grouncls in spite of the 
presence of great herring masses outside the banks. 111 the latter case 
the herring mainly remain in deep water and farther from la~lcl. This 
was apparently more or less the case in the years 1931, 1934, 1936 and 
1937 while in the years 1932 and 1935 a rich immigration to  thc coastal 
banks took place. 
It is apparent that the chai~gii~g habits of tile herring ill the different 
years must have a great influeilce on the yielcl of the fishery. The bottom 
net fishery, wl~icl-~ is the rnost important in the southern spring herring 
district, is clepenclent 011 the iminigratioil of the herring to the habitual 
coastal banks as for the land-seine fishery it is of irnportailce that the 
llerring come close to the shore. When the herriilg occurs ill too deep 
water the purse seines arc also unable to catch the herring. I11 foriner 
days, wheil bottom nets and lailcl seines were the only impleme~lts used, 
the fishery lllust have been still more dependent on the herring 
approachi~lg close to the shore. 
THE RELATION BETWEEN THE SPAWNING IMMIGliATION 
AN11 TIlE EIYDROGRAPHICAL CONDITIONS IN THE SPRING 
HERRING DISTRICT. 
As alreacly lnentioned in the introduction the swedish investigators 
E I ~ ~ I A N  and PE~TERSSON (1393) have show11 that the migration of herring 
to the Bohuslei~ coast in winter was depeizdent on the occurrence of 
Bank water with a salinity of 33-34 %: when the Bank water was 
replaced by .the cold and less saline Baltic water (salinity below 30 O/,,) 
the herring indeed disappeared from the coastal areas. 
As regards the spring-herring fishery on the west coast of Norway 
is is aa old experience of the fishermen that the spring-herring avoids 
very cold water. This has also been confirmed by observations made 
by JEKSEN (1881) and BUCH (1883). In the same manner as the svriedish 
investigators J. H JORT (1 895) also conc l tides that the Baltic current 
seeins to drive the hcrriilg away from the coast. 
With exception of the niore sporadic observations made by the 
autllors cited above, no regular hydrographic observations have, however, 
been made in the spring-herring district during an extenclcd period. 
In the years 1931-37 therefore a number of hydrographic sections were 
made in the spring-herring district during tlie spawniilg season. The 
sections made in the different years were mainly the same as indicated 
for the year 1937 in fig. 17. With exception of the year 1931 an additional, 
more southern, section was made, starting near Egersund. 111 certain 
years sectiolis were also made across the Norwegian Deep and j11 the 
yeavs 1935-37 also across the northern North Sea. Some of tlie sections 
in 1937 have already been utilized by EGGTTIK ((1940) in a paper on 
))The movement of a cold watzr front{(. Hc has here in an cxcellellt manner 
given n cletailed clescription of the movemellt of the Baltic water along 
the Norwegian West coast in the year 1937 by xneans of colllbiiiecl 
research inethocls iizcluding iurfacc water samples ancl thcrmogran~s 
iaken on board the coastal mail stean~ers, weelily observations in all 
tl .pths at  a selectecl place, tile Sognesjm (cntrancc of the Sognefjorcl) 
and o~e~nographic s ctionc; in t h ~  spring-hcrring dic,ttict. These investi- 
Fig. 17. Oceanographical sections executecl in the spring of 1937. (Approximately 
the same program was carried through in the years 1931.-36). 
gations have been a valuable help to me and I will therefore in the first 
instance discuss the situation in 1937. 
As a summary of the situation in 1937 EGGVIN writes: ))The donti- 
nuous south-easterly gales along the west coast were certain to bring 
about a strong wind-drift of the uppet layers, with one component 
directed off-shore, and another in a northerly direction. This naturally 
resulted in great masses of coast water being conveyed out from lancl 
and then urged northwards upon this being replaced by the deeper, 
more saline and warmer water, the compensatory current in the depths 
would take on a component directed towards land towards the south. 
Consequently, in the month of February a comparatively very high 
salinity was present in the upper layers, which was succeeded by an 
unnormally low salinity in March and April. This occurred when the 
poorly saline, cold Baltic water, whose movement the same south- 
easterly winds hacl accelerated, reached in to the west coastcc. 
TWO sections across the Norwegian Deep given in figs. 18 and 19 
show the l-rydrographic conditions off the large-herring and spring- 
herring districts after the first radical change (mentioned by EGGVIN) 
had talten place in January. The section in fig. 18 was lnncle on Jan. 2'7th 
from Feie (north of Bergen) ancl about 40 nautical miles west.wards. 
One finds the coastal water with salinities below 35 O/, as a small 
.triangular strip close to the coast while the deep channel is filled up 
with Atlantic water with salinities above 35 0/,. According to EGGVIN 
there was only 7 0/, coastal water irz the section, the remainder being 
Atlantic water. Quite another situation was met with i11 a section 
nlacle along the same course on Jan. 7th prior to the gales setting in. 
At that time there was 46 % coastal and 54 % Atlantic water which 
did not, however, reach the surface at  any place along the section, 
at  the coast being reachecl only at  a depth of 180 m. On Jan. 27th 
Atlantic water was founcl right up ,to the surface only 12 naut. miles 
off Feie, while close to the coast it was met with at a clepth of 85 1n. 
Thus the wind-drift hact caused an exchange of great water masses. 
The section given in fig. 19 sho\vs tile hyclrograpl~ical situation off 
the spring hevring district at  the beginning of .the spawning season. 
The section was made on Feb. 3rd from Utsira and 40 naut. mi.les west- 
wards. The day before herring had been observed at R~vzer by means 
of echo sounding. I t  is seen that the Atlantic water has a much smaller 
extension than in the Feie section taken some days before, and it does 
not reach the surface at any place along the section. At the western 
part Atlantic water is met with at  a depth of about 60 m, in the eastern 
part, dose to Utsira., at a depth of 140 in. The mayor portion of the coastal 
water consists of North Sea water with a salinity of 34-35 0/,0 and a 
temperature of 6-7" C. A wedge-shaped strip of bank water with a 
salinity of 33-34 0/,, and a temperature of 5-5.5" C is met with close 
to'the coast and also as a thin surface layer in the western part of the 
Norwegian Channel. We have no observations from this area earlier 
in the season but probably also here changes have taken place due to 
wind action. The Bank water met with in the open sea probably repre- 
sents coastal water driven westwards by the wind. The changes have 
not, however, been so radical as in the more northern area, In  my 
paper on racial investigations I have also pointed out that the pre- 
spawning immigration of large-herring to the coast is apparently related 
to the inflow of more saline water to the large herring district. 
As detailed in a previous chapter herring masses were recorded 
by echo soullding at  RGvzr, Utsira and at the soutlz end of I<armGy 
(Skudefjord). Contenlporaneously with the recording of herring shoals 
some hydrographical sections were made in these areas as shown in fig. 17. 
Section I given in fig. 20 was made on Feb. 12th from RGvrer and about 
26 lim westwards. I t  is seen that the spawning ground within the 
1.00 m-line was covered by Bank water with a salinity of 33-34 O/, 
Fig. 18. Temperature and salinity in a section iron1 Peie on Jan. 27th 1937 across 
the Nor~vegian Deep. 
and a temperature of about 4-5" C. The slope of the deep cllallnel was 
covered by North Sea water down to a depth of 200 m where Atlantic 
water svas found. From station 13 and 11 kin west~vards to the outer- 
most station herring was registered a t  a depth of 150 m, which is indi- 
catecl by a hatched line. Further west no herring was found. 
The herring occurred in North Sea water, one edge of the shoal close to 
the slope, the other a t  the 35 0/,, isohaline, no herring being found in 
Atlantic water. As previously mentio~led the herring shoal rose to a 
depth of 50 m a t  nightfall and at  the same time nzoved along tke slope 
of the hank as indicated by the upper shaded line. The spawning thus 
mainly talies place in Bank water (33-34 O/,,). 
Section IT given in fig. 22 was made on Feb. 15-17th from the 
south end of I<arm@y and about 25 kin svestwarcls. The iilnermost 
station 16 is situated on the spasv~zing ground south oi I<arm@y a ~ l d  the 
two other stations, 17 and 18, are talicn in the deep chamlel west of the 
spawiling bank. At  the innermost station Atlantic water is found 
below a depth of 200 m in the same manner a i  an the Rovzer section, 
r. 1 he North Sea water does not reaclr tlre ipa\.\nmg grourlcl proper wathirz 
the 100 rn-line wirich is covered by Barlli - c ~  atei. In coarlrail to tlre Rmvzr 
section one fiizds here a surface layer clown lo a clcpth of 40 111 coilsistillg 
of colder aiid less sal~ne ~7ate1- (30-32) covcrmg the Ba~ilc \vatel-. Fnsiher 
'ig. 19. Tenlperature and salinity on Peb. 3rd in a sectioil from IJtsil-a across 
the Norwegian Deep. 
westwards, however, this layer is very thin. I t  is probable that we hex-e 
have to do with poorly saline fjord water driven out froil~ the great 
Boknfjorcl. As EGGVIN has stated the thermograph often shows a fall 
of the temperature when passing a fjord-mouth. In the year I937 the 
thermograms inclicated that colcl water was transported out of the 
Boknfjord lvheil the mail stean~er was crossing the fjord on Jan, 16th 
and 2211d. In this sectioil herring was recorded at a depth of 150 111 
somewhat west of the in~lcrnlost station and at  the outernlost station, 18, 
we arrived at  the edge oi the great herring shoal recorded on Feb. 11th 
and 17th SW of Utsira (compare fig. 12). I t  is seen that the herring 
here also occurred in North Sea water, but when rising to rhe spawning 
grounds in the night they find Bank water within the 100 nz-line where 
the maill spawning occurs. Within the 40 nl-line in the I<arm@y arca, 
however, the herring ellcounters less saline and colder fjordwater. The 
most intensive spawning accordi~lgly took place here ill depths between 
40 and 60 m. 
At the end of February and in the begiilning of March the colcl anir 
poorly saline Baltic water reached the spring herring district as sho.cvn 
in fig. 24. 111 the upper part of the figure the salinity ancl tenlperature 
at  the stations previously rnentioized are given, in the lower part obscr- 
vations are given from stations at Egersund, Skuclefjorcl and R ~ v z r  
later in the seasol?. One finds at Egersund already on Feb. 26th a surface 
layer, about 30 n~ thick, with salinities between 26 ailcl 30 O/,. The 5111- 
Fig. 20. Temperature and salinity off Revzr. Position and extent of herring 
shoal during day-time and in the evening shown. See p. 60. 
face temperature was only 0.2" C. On &'larch 10th and 11th the Baltic 
current had also reached the Sltudefjord and RBVET where surface 
temperatures of 0.3 and 1.26" C respectively were noted. At the same 
time the Atlantic and North Sea waters have risen nearer to the surface, 
best seen in the Sltudcfjord section taken on March 11th (fig. 23). One 
sees that the Atlantic water close to the inllermost station has risen 
frorn 200 to 150 111 and the North Sea water has nioved in.vvards to  the 
spa\v~ling grou~id a d  is found a t  a depth of 60 m at  the innermost 
station. Consequently thc Bank water is reduced to a rather thin layer 
between the Baltic water and the North1 Sea Tvatcr. Apparently most 
of the Bai~lt water has been driven away from the spring-herrillg clistrict 
and has been replaced by Baltic water at  the same time as the more 
Fig. 21. Salinity and temperature in the waters between Utsira 
and Icar~noy on Mar. 8th 1937. 
saline deep-water has risen nearer to the surface. This process iiorlilally 
occurs in early surnnier but due to the SE gales the lnovement of the 
Baltic current has been higlily accelerated. As the lilain spawning 
seems to occur in tlie more saline layers of the Bank water, these changes 
must be supposed to  have an unfavourable effect on the spawiing in 
the later part of the spawning season. 
EGGVIN has by means of the various research nzethods already 
mentionecl been able to follow the ilioveille~lt of the cold Baltic current 
along the coast. By incalls of the observations on the spawning time 
and the density of spawning in the different areas shown in figs. 11 and 
16 I shall in the followiilg discuss the effect on the spawning of the cold 
water front. 
The cold water front reachecl Egersund already on Feb. 17th. 
According to EGGVIN it nzay be supposed that the thickness of tlie cold 
water layer was slight to begin with, but incl-eased as time went on. 
On Feb. 26th the thickiiess of the layer v7as about 3 0 4 0  m. The 
average velocity of tlie curl-e11t was about 12 naut. mile5 pr, clay. Thc 
spa~vliing 0x1 the grounds off Egersund began on Feb. 16th aucl n7as 
finishecl 011 Feb. 24th. The herring roe was deyositecl a t  depths from 
44 to 75 111 or just over the bottom area which according to tlle liydro- 
graphical station 19 in fig. 24 was coverecl wi-chi Bank water of 33-34 O/,. 
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and March 11. 
salinity ancl a temperature of 4.5-5.5" C. Tllus the spawning 011 these 
grounds was not entirely hinclered by the cold water layer but the 
spawning was much less intensive than in the two previous years and 
it is possible that the herring disappearecl fro111 the grouncls before all 
the eggs were deposited. On the more southe~n Siragrunn with depths 
less than 50 metres, however, no spawiling at  all took place, and the 
fishery entirely failed. According to the report of the fishery inspector 
herring roe, however, wai found in deeper water during the succeeding 
saithe fishery. 
On Feb. 25th the cold water front reached the so~zt1-r encl of I<arm@y. 
At this time however the spawlling was fi~lishecl south ancl west of the 
islancl and a very rich spawning had taken place in the period Feb. 
7th to 20th. 
Already on Feb. 26tll tlle colcl water was recorded on the thermo- 
grams across Sletta (north of Hauges~uid) and as sllowlz by the liyclr-o- 
graphic observations 111ade at  Utsira and R@vzr on Feb. 8th to 10th 
a rather thick layer of Baltic water was present also at  these outermost 
f:ig. 2-1. Observations in lTcbriiar!; and March she\\- a radical cllallge ill the occano- 
graphical situatio~l in thc S. Spring lierriiig clistrict. See fig. 2.5. 
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 spa^^ 111ng a1 eai  111 the bcgin~nng of 31arch. As all eady rcportecl great 
llerllrig maises nicrrx preicut 111 these .Lrc.ai illlee tlic hegin~nng or ~n~cldle 
of February. Llppaws~tly t l ~ i  llc~-rl~lg T ~ ~ ; L \  not quite ripe wllen arrlvlng 
alicl thc ,pawillng oiily began on Feh 20th a t  Uts~i-a ancl on Fcb 24th 
at  12o~7~1-1 :~;-tcl lastecl until tl:? firit clays of ;\larch ~vhcn the hcrrls1g 
masses inclcle~lly d~iappearccl No large, qnantitiei of loe ncrc foullcl 
on thebe grounds ancl tllc eggs wercX clr~pos1tec1 111 rather clccp water, 111 
about 50 111 to 130 and cveii 140 111. Appare17tlg- thc herring disappeared 
before tllc ma111 spawning clue to  the c h a ~ g e i  111 the llyclrographlcal 
condrtiol~s .ii we lravc well the hc~i-ilig moiied no1 tliwards \vl t l lo~~t  
viiiting the n~oi-e northern spawn~ng r oulldi on hlctta a ~ l d  ofl B6s1111l(~le11 
~ ~ l l r r c  spawniiig uiually taltei place I Z ~  thc b~ginnuzg of AIarc11 
Tllcrc is apparently a ciosc. re!at~on brtwren tllc movement of thc 
cold watrr front ancl thc diiappearcncc. of the 11crnng from the ipa\viimg 
groniz<l\ TI115 i i  lloweve~ scarccly a clsrcct cff-ect of the. preieslce of Baltic 
.\\rater -\yhich only leached to  a depth of 30-40 111, the real cauie li 
probably that  the Ranli- water lzai been tlrlvcn amay from the coait 
by tllc w~lid a11c1 ir,i\ hceil partly replaceel by H'lltlc iqater, partly by 
ialt deep-water. dccoicling .to E(,GYIS co'xstal water was found over 
grrat arcas \V of Fclc in 3Iarch whcre Atlalitic water was lomnd Ileal- to 
tlz? coait a t  the cild of January. 
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I11 the following 1 will give a short cliscussion of the Ilydrographical 
collditions in the years 1931-36 based on the figures 25 ancl 20 whic1r 
show saliliity aizcl temperature observed near Rmvzr, Utsira, the south 
end  of I<armmy (Sltudefjord) and Egersuizrl clui-ing the spawniag season. 
In 793'1 a surface layer with salinities below 32 0/,, was found soirtlr 
of I<arl l l~y clowll to a dcpth of 30 m. Bank water of 33-34 O!,, occurred 
in rather grext depths iron1 60 to 100 in. At Rr;rvzr the Banlt water 
was found from 50 to about 125 111. k t  Utsira, Ilowcver, .the Kanli watrr 
\l7as 1ile-t with alreacly a t  a depth of 10 m ancl here, accorclingly, thv 
warnzest water was foiincl. As we I;no\v the main spawnilig took place 
a t  Utsira and the izortllcrn barlks while tile spawning on the inner Raillzs 
a t  I<arm@y was very unimpor.tant. In  thc beginning of April the Railli 
water hacl entirely clisappeared as slzosvn by tire obsei-vations in tlic 
Boknfj ord. 
In  1932, however, tlic hyc!rograpliical situation was more favourable. 
The shallower parts of the spawnilzg banlts ~vcrc  covered by Bank watrr 
also a t  I<arm@y where water of 33-34 O!,, occurred from 20 to 60 nz 
ar~cl tlie surface layer of Iess saliiic- water was rather thin. At Utsira 
the s~lrface layer was, liowever, somewhat thicker arid water of 33O,1,, 
was fourld a t  a depth of about 35 m. A temperature of 5" C was reacl~ed 
a t  a depth of only 5-10 111 a t a i l  stations. ,%t Egei-SCITI~ also rathel 
saline water was foulrd from the surface dowlzwartls aiitl no signs of 
cold Baltic water was observed. I11 this year the fishery \vas irideetl 
very rich, the herring lnigratirlg close in t o  .the sllore. Tile main spawning 
took place in the I<armsy areas, ~vliilc tlrc spawning at  titsil-a, lying 
farther fro111 t l ~ c  coast, was very poor. 
111 19,13, wlien the fishery as well the spaw~ring on all tlie b a l i k ~  
was rather poor, oizc foilircl in February a strong stratification of t l r  
water illasses with a layer of less saline water (32--33 O/,,) close abovc 
the North Sca watcr which was nzct v~itli  only about 50 n1 l~elow the 
surface. The Bank watcr (33-34 0/,) which sccnls to bc tllc ]nost favour- 
able lor the spa~viring, was recl.ucec1 to  a layer only 5--15 ru thick. x~\:cl 
h a w  no observations fro111 tlre Egersund arcs. hut the Fishery Iilspcctor 
rt'ports, that  5 strollg \vesterly curl-ent in connectio:~ with SE wind was 
unfavoi..rab!e for the fishery, and the llerri~ig visited only thr. outer 
slope of tlie hanlts. 
In I934 the fishery was a failure, rnaiilly because of the stormy 
weather but the fisherme11 also ascribed the failure t o  110 great herring 
masses being present. Tlze total quarttity of roe cleposited was ratlle: 
great but the spawning was cliiefly concentrrated to the area 1 7 1 1  where, 
tile fishermen clicl izot collie in colrtact with. the hci-ring nzasses because of 
gales. On ilzc irorthern grounds no spawning tooli placc and also ill thi? 
Egersuntl district thr spawning v7as very poor. As shown in fig. 20 t'rrc 
layer of f3ank w;ttcr (33--34°,/,, was rather thin in the Slcudefjord ancl 
at  Utsira Korth Sea water being met with a t  a depth of 40-50 in. rlt 
IZrivzr Yorttl Spa wa-ter coverecl the greater area of the Bank ancl was 
foulicl oiliy 30 nl below thc surface. Probably also the northci-ii grounds 
h a ~ ~ e  been covcrecl ? ~ J J  this salt water which was, apparently, unfavour- 
able for the spawning. 
I11 1935 tlre spring herring fishery was very good, ancl a rich spawning 
took place a t  Utsira aiid Kariliciy as well as in the Egcrsuncl district. 
111 the northern areas fro111 I<bvzr and northwards, however, no, oi a. 
-very unimportant, spawtiilig took placc, in the sainc manner as in thc 
pj-c:vious year. As regarcls the hydrographical situation one finds that  
the spa\vniug banlis coininonly werc covcrecl by Ha~ili water, favorrrahlc 
for the spawning, from tllc surface clown to a cleptl~ of about 50 in. 
, . 1 he surface tcrnpcraturc bvas also very high. At f i ~ j v z r  the banlis 
were, however, covered by  North Sea water to a still greater c1egrc.r. 
tlian in the previous year aiicl this water reacllecl here up to the sui-face. 
Apparently the Bank water had entirely disappeared from the northevn- 
most grouilcls and had been replaced by salt deep-water ancl, as mentioned 
no spa.wning tooli place here. 
'The situation in 1936 was remarliablc: as no spawning ancl also no 
fi:;hery took placc on the usual grorrnds at  the soutlr end of I<arn~sy and 
at  Boliii in the inner part of the Skudefjorcl. '4 rich spa~vning occurred, 
!rowever, at  Egersund ancl t o  a lesser degree off the west coast of liarinoy 
ancl at  Utsira. At Iinv,-tl~- and on Sletta the spawning was very poor. 
At Utsira ancl Egersuncl the hycli-ographic situation was rather favourable 
wit11 Bank water a h  clepth of 20-30 111, r l  ratlier salt surface layer 
was present and 110 Baltic water hacl reached the southerii ~ : A J  . of the 
coast. At Skuclefjord, however, a i-athel- extensive poorly sa.line sui-face 
layer was founcl with only 30.2 Oi,,,, a t  the surface. Apparently colcl and 
poorly saline water, carriecl out from the illner fjord, had an r~nfavourablt~ 
local effect on the spawning in this area. I11 the Rmvx-r area thc salinity 
at  the surface was compa.ratively high, but Bank water, favourable for 
tlre spawiling, occurred only as a deep layer (at 70-100 1n) aiid tempera- 
tures above 5" C werc only met wit11 at  depths greater thail 90 m. As 
all-eacly stated .the spawning on the northerr: grounds was a failure. 
Stlani-ilarizing t l~ese cxperienccs, i t  has been established that  grcat 
fluctuations in the spawning immigration to the coastal banlis i:alie 
place. 'fhc:se fluctuations are closely re1atc:d to ~ar ia t ions  in the hydro- 
graphical conditions. Tile main spawning seeixs to take placc in wa.tcl. 
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Fig. 26. 
S. Sl)l-i~ig I-lcrri~ig tiisti.ict. Brolirll lincs: temperature, full-tlraw11: salinity. 
1-1i;iractcrizcd by ;L salinity of 33----34 a/00 ancl a temperature of 5--6" (:. 
-1s thc spawlliilg is niainly limited t o  the banks uriilzin the 100 m-iinc. 
clue to the bottom coizditions, it is of importance for a r'avourable spa\v~iing 
that the grounds be largely covered with Banli w7atcr. Wllerr the balzlis 
are, covered by less saline surface water, or when the szli deep-water 
rises towarcls the surface, the herring do not enter the balzlis in orclel- 
to  spawn. One lntrst therefore be careful in predicting the fishery on. 
the basis only of the estimated relative strerigth of the herring stocli. 
Unperiodical changes in the meteorological collclitio~ls may cause greax 
shifts of the watermasses, sudclenly altering tlie co~lditiolzs for tlie 
spawning ii~lmigration to  the coastal grouilcls. As EGGT'IX (1940) has 
llle~ltioned it will be of great i~itcrest to mailllain some permanent 
hydrographic stations in -thc spring-herring district in orcles to foilo\z; 
thc clevelopment of the hyclrographical. sittlatioil ~ l u ~ i i i g  the :;pa\iming 
season. I t  is also .to be hoped that the observatiolis in tlre nortliarl~ 
North Sea, which havc bcen continued in the later years, will in futme 
throw some light upon the more perioclical ocranographical cllallges ' 
:~ncl their i~lfluence on the Izerring fishery. 
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